
Comfort and
professionalism 

Ergonomics and essentiality, versatility and ease of 
use: this is the Quick-Milk model of Egro ZERO.
A compact super-automatic, especially designed for locations 
with medium-low daily consumption, which still want to offer 
their customers professional-quality espresso-based products. 
It optimises the use of the space available, according elegance and ease of use. 

Quick-Milk
Coffee, hot water and milk
Capacitive user interface with Touch technology

NEW
COFFEE
SYSTEM

Versatile and multifunctional, Egro 
ZERO allows up to 16 different bever-
ages to be programmed, and ensures 
that every cup is of the highest quality.

Egro ZERO is equipped with an intuitive 
user interface. The backlit keypad can be 
activated by a simple touch. The button 
identifying the chosen product flashes 
during the entire brewing process – an 
attractive but also functional detail. 

Egro ZERO has a highly professional 
milk system, allowing the user to brew 
a cappuccino or latte with a soft, dense 
crema. In the Quick-Milk NMS version, 
the super-automatic can be fitted with 
the innovative Cool Box 6.5, an attrac-
tive, ergonomic cooling unit with a ca-
pacity of over 6 litres.

Egro ZERO has a dispensing spout with 
one of the largest movement ranges 
on the market, making this super-au-
tomatic suitable for the preparation 
of milk-based beverages in glasses up 
to 18 cm high, while at the same time 
ensuring perfect centring in the classic 
espresso cup.

Egro ZERO is particularly suited to 
self-service applications, thanks to its 
simplicity and its working area illumi-
nated by LED lights, which ensure great-
er comfort and ease of use. If this option 
is chosen, the machine will be delivered 
complete with a special locking kit, to 
ensure secure use.

NEW
MILK
SYSTEM

Milk
connection

recommended daily 
output *

maximum hourly 
output

100 cups 180 espressos

130 caffè lungo

140 cappuccinos

100 latte macchiato

POWDER HOPPERS. In its most complete configuration, with an in-built beverage 
powder option, Egro ZERO allows you to quickly prepare all kinds of chocolate bevera-
ges – hot milk chocolate, fondant chocolate, white, spiced and caramel chocolate – to 
flexibly accommodate even the most demanding of palates. The powder hoppers are 
made of an innovative technopolymer in black-fumè transparent colour particularly 
suitable for applications involving contact with foodstuffs.

maximum hourly 
output

100 chocolate

(*) average value that guarantees the best ownership cost of the coffee machine
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DURA-BREW. Egro ZERO is charac-
terised by precise, reliable, innovative 
brewing technology. The patented 
brewing group, in stainless steel, dis-
plays a revolutionary hermetic closing 
system, which requires less mainte-
nance and reduces the overall operat-
ing costs of the machine.  

NEW MILK SYSTEM. The new milk system consists in a series of components of-
fering the user a technological package that has been entirely reviewed to make it 
more ergonomic and practical.  The dispenser spout has a single head that performs 
all dispensing functions with high-performing efficiency (2 coffee outlets, 2 milk 
outlets, 1 water outlet and 1 outlet for powder products). Projected with the use of 
food safety material particularly resistant to elevated temperatures, the new brew-
ing spout has high characteristics of longevi-ty, healthfulness and security.

QUICK-MILK FRIDGE. A real refrigerating 
unit with smaller dimensions and with 
great aesthetics impact. Its housing is 
made from lightweight yet hardwearing 
materials; the stainless steel door has a 
brushed finish and its storage capacity is 
equivalent to 4 liters, making the Quick 
Milk Fridge the most satisfactory solu-
tion for storing and dispensing milk in an 
extremely practical manner.
COOL BOX 6.5 is a practical and quality 
solution for storing and dispensing milk. 
The modern door handle improves the er-
gonomics of the product. Equipped with 
an internal light, Cool Box 6.5 guarantees 
an excellent visibility to the user.
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DELIVERY CAPACITY 

Espresso (cups / hour)

Coffee (cups / hour)

Cappuccino (cups / hour)

Latte Macchiato (cups / hour) 

Recommended daily output (cups / day)

PERFORMANCE DATA

Hot water  (litres / hour)

Daily cleaning time  (minutes)

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (lb / kg)

Voltage (phases ~ Volts)

Power (kW)

TANK version  (litres)

FEATURES

Steam wand

External water wand

Milk frother head

Number of Selectable Products

Second Grinder 

Number of boilers

Dura-Brew / Advanced brewing technology

ABM.07 / Advanced Boiler Management 

V-FLEX / Voltage stabilizer

PLUG&BREW / Fast set-up

Grid System

Work area lighting

Cool Box 6.5

Quick-Milk Fridge

Self-service Option

Central Hot Water Outlet

Locking kit

Decaf inlet

Ejection Device for Waste Coffee Drawer

Built-in kit for Trolley

Water inlet connection kit

OPTIONAL

Cup Warmer

Powder Hoppers

Various payment systems

POWER SAVING. In full compliance with 
the European EuP directive (Energy-using 
Products), Egro ZERO ensures reduced 
energy consumption, thanks to the use 
of insulated boilers and consumption lev-
els in standby mode of less than 0.5 W, 
with the aim of improving environmental 
performance throughout the product’s 
life-cycle.

USB PORT. Easily accessible simply by 
opening the front panel, Egro ZERO is 
fitted with a USB port, which allows the 
technician to quickly check the machine’s 
vital parameters and manage the func-
tional data directly from a PC, for greater 
ergonomics and speed of use. 


